




Discoverability: How to Get Noticed
in a Marketplace Overflowing with Apps

If an app drops in the store and no one is around to see it, does it make a profit? The answer is no, and 
therein lies one of the major challenges facing application developers today.

Developers can make the most innovative app of the year or perhaps the decade, but if consumers 
cannot find it because of marketing obstacles, all of the engineering prowess will be for naught. What 
good is an angry bird without gamers to fling it from a slingshot or an Instagram without amateur pho-
tographers to capture nostalgic memories and share them?

Discoverability matters. It is as central to successful app ventures as the creative genius behind great 
apps. This paper identifies the challenges that developers and companies face in getting their apps 
before the right audiences, explores the current options available to do so and proposes solutions for 
optimizing discoverability.

The discoverability challenge
The app marketplace is immense. The virtual shelves in the major app stores are flush with about 
1.5 million products, with more on the way every day. The download data is even more intimidating to 
developers hoping to be discovered. Consumers downloaded more than 40 billion apps between 2008 
and mid-2012, but experts estimate that half of the business goes to only 0.1 percent of the available 
apps.

When the analytics provider Distimo released new data about apps in December, it rightly concluded 
that the exploding growth in the marketplace makes it more difficult for new developers to have their 
work discovered. Last July, the new Apptrace tool found that 400,000 of the then-650,000 iOS apps 
were “zombies” that had not been downloaded even once.

But even overcoming the download hurdle does not ensure success. While nearly 1 billion apps get 
added to devices every month, one in four of them are never used again.

The challenge also is daunting because consumers head primarily to overstocked app stores to shop. 
David Gill, vice president of emerging media at Nielsen, said his firm’s research found that 53 percent 
of app shoppers learn about products in app stores, which favor existing apps that have been installed 
often and recently over new apps. 

Add to that reality the short attention span of app consumers -- they typically spend just three to 10 
minutes shopping for each product -- and it’s clear that guiding consumers to any given app can be like 
drawing them a map to a needle in a haystack.

“Consumers have a hard time finding good apps,” Appsfire co-founder Ouriel Ohayon wrote last year at 
GigaOm. “But, paradoxically, they don’t care enough to read reviews, compare apps or even search for 
apps. On mobile people are lazy.”

The state of discoverability
Spend any length of time talking with application developers, and you will quickly hear how difficult it 
is for them to get their work recognized, especially if they rely on app stores to do the marketing. The 
biggest obstacles that app developers cite include:

● The inability of many consumers to try an app before they download it. Before people buy 
music, movies or television shows online, they can listen to or view sample content. Apps are 
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more engaging than music and video in that consumers interact with the technology, yet many 
app stores do not let people test the products to see if they fill customer needs. The most that 
consumers get from app stores are descriptions and static screenshots of the apps in action. 
(Amazon Test Drive, which offers trials of thousands of apps, is one of the exceptions to the 
norm.)

● The preference for curated product lists. Most consumers lack the patience to browse 
through thousands of potential apps to find the ones that best suit their needs. It is easier to turn 
to the “New,” “Staff Picks” and “Top 100” lists. But from the perspective of developers, that gives 
store curators make-or-break power -- like physical store managers who decide which products 
get prominent placement -- and success in that case can depend too much on who you know.

● The chart model that boosts an app’s rank as downloads increase. This approach en-
courages developers to invest heavily in “burst” campaigns to get on the radar. They hope the 
placement will fuel organic, non-advertised installs. One observer noted that Russian develop-
ers exploited this system last Christmas; they owned the charts thanks to big marketing spends, 
not necessarily because they had the best apps.

“Bursting to get up the ranks can be effective as part of a broader marketing strategy but not 
the only part,” said Jarah Euston, the director of analytics at Flurry, a firm that helps developers 
understand how consumers interact with their apps.

● The failure to consider user retention after download. The prevalence of zombie apps 
proves that just because an app is downloaded doesn’t mean it is ever actually launched, yet 
store rankings do not take that data into account.

Some carriers have invoked restrictions. But they are in a state of flux and appear to be trending toward 
openness.

A third party theoretically could create an alternative to the Android and iOS stores. In fact, there have 
been cases, especially in other countries but also SlideME in the United States and abroad, of stores 
being quite successful. Apple already has done so by banning apps “that display apps other than your 
own for purchase or promotion in a manner similar to or confusing with the App Store.”

For now, app stores may be the best way for developers to reach their target audiences, but they are 
not the only way. Other options include advertising, developer marketing tools, distribution platforms, 
recommendation algorithms, search engines and word of mouth. Each method has its pros and cons.

In the advertising realm, developers often turn to mobile ad networks like AdMob, Airpush, InMobi, Mil-
lennial Media and Tapjoy. These networks empower companies to pinpoint the right audiences based 
on data that smartphone users willingly share, and they promote products at the perfect time -- when 
customers are making purchasing decisions.

The downside for developers is that while ad networks considerably narrow the choices placed before 
consumers, the networks do not think single-mindedly about how to make any given developer’s prod-
uct a success.

As the app market expands, more developers are trying barter ad deals. These arrangements give 
non-competing companies the opportunity to introduce each other’s products to new audiences by 
trading ad clicks. The biggest investment is usually the time involved in nurturing the partnerships and 
creating the marketing collateral.

Chartboost is one of the more popular platforms. Focused Apps used Chartboost’s model to drive the 
new app “Hit Tennis 3” to No. 2 among top free apps, second only to “Angry Birds Seasons,” within 10 
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days of launch. “Hit Tennis 3 has not (yet) been featured by Apple, we didn’t spend any money on ads, 
and we didn’t get any press,” developer Mark Johnson wrote in a blog post outlining the app’s bartering 
path to success.

The challenge in crafting barter ad deals is that it can be difficult to know which markets are the most 
fertile for such cross-promotion. One partner’s audience may prove to be more valuable than the oth-
er’s, and because the deals are built upon trust, developers may not know whether their partners are 
delivering the ads at prime times and to the right people.

“We only use true 1-1 network exchange networks as opposed to 1-1 direct deals,” said Justin Mauldin, 
Papaya Mobile’s marketing director. “It means we don’t waste time going back and forth with differ-
ent developers on deal negotiations. This lets us give users from our older games and apps, save up 
points, and then when we launch a new app pour all our points into the new app for a free burst cam-
paign.”

Mashable explored four other marketing options available to developers in an article that asked “Can 
Mobile App Discovery Be Fixed?” The options include:

● Marketing tools that enable e-commerce for developers, push their products via social media 
and help them accomplish other marketing tasks. Such tools are helpful to programmers who 
often times are more focused on making great products than selling them, but they tend to favor 
smaller teams and studios.

● Distribution platforms that either push apps within certain themes or go big by creating me-
ga-portals to bypass and compete with app stores. The definition of what constitutes a distri-
bution channel is changing, as evidenced by developments at Facebook. After toying with the 
idea of creating its own platform for mobile apps, the company ended the experiment with select 
partners within a few months. But Facebook’s new version of Messenger, like KakaoTalk and 
LINE, is driving distribution for apps.

● Recommendation algorithms that tie app marketing to the information that consumers and 
their friends reveal online. Recommendation engines like AppGrooves and FrenzApp can help 
developers discover shared interests among friends. The challenge is finding relevant infor-
mation so developers sell apps rather than wasting money on recommendations that miss the 
mark.

● Search engines that scour app stores by topic and keyword. Examples include Appsfire, Ap-
pFlow, Discovr and Quixey. But because these tools are driven by algorithms, they work best for 
apps that have generated significant buzz.

The other way for apps to be discovered is as old as marketing itself -- word of mouth. App recommen-
dations from friends and family are second only to placement in app stores in terms of being discov-
ered, according to research by The Nielsen Company, and The Alliance’s own research shows that 52 
percent learn about new apps by word of mouth.

That explains the emergence of recommendation algorithms that attempt to identify those recommen-
dations before people share them because these days, the chatter usually occurs in social media. 
Social sharing also explains organic lift across platforms, where apps that hit the iOS charts often see 
boosts on Google Play as well, and vice versa.

In search of store optimization
Of course, the fastest path to app success is through the major apps stores, a reality that has fueled the 
emergence of a new marketing specialty: app store optimization.
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ASO is an offshoot of search engine optimization, a field that uses technological means to boost the 
rankings of websites and pages on Bing, Google and other search engines. Peter van der Graaf de-
fined ASO succinctly in Search Engine Watch as “the art of making apps rank in both popularity lists 
and search results within their respective app stores.”

Stores rate apps based on factors, including popularity, downloads, consumer feedback, uninstalls and 
editors’ choices, and there is no standard criteria among the stores. Fair or not, developers must work 
within the dynamics of each app store to build significant audiences for their products in order for the 
larger audiences come much more easily.

ASO is designed to help. Ian Sefferman, a co-founder of the ASO tools provider MobileDevHQ, said 
optimization is a three-step process: 1) Pick the keywords that best identify an app; 2) incorporate 
those keywords into the app’s title and description; and 3) convert into buyers the shoppers who react 
positively to those keywords.

The bad news when it comes to ASO is how consumers search app stores. Inserting narrow keywords 
into app titles and descriptions only goes so far when most searches are for broad categories. Only 
5 percent of search requests focus on specific app functionality. An equally small percentage are for 
specific product names, and in those cases, developers already have won the discoverability battle by 
achieving brand recognition.

Solving the discoverability puzzle
App stores clearly do not make recognition easy for developers. But as Chris DeVore, a co-founder of 
the seed-stage investor Founders’ Co-op, wrote at CrashDev: “[B]laming the app stores for poor discov-
erability is a little like blaming Google for not putting your site on the first page of results. Getting found 
is the responsibility of the publisher, and is as much a part of the entrepreneurial game as building a 
great product.”

So how do app developers win that game? Or to phrase it another way because there is no single an-
swer, how do they solve the discoverability puzzle? The pieces will be cut differently for every app, but 
in general the puzzle will include these elements:

● Pre-launch marketing
● Early collaboration
● Initial promotion
● App discovery tools
● Grassroots activity
● App search optimization

Pre-launch marketing
Though it may not be in their nature, developers need to start the marketing phase of app distribution 
before their products ever go to market. “I’d encourage anyone to start marketing as soon as you have 
something that you think someone, whether it’s one person, is going to be excited about,” Grafighters 
co-founder Eric Cleckner said during a January webinar on pre-launch discoverability hosted by the 
Application Developers Alliance.

(The panel featured Smilu founder Scott Lee moderating a panel with Cleckner, MindSmack founder 
Sam Feuer, Corky Portwine owner and creative director Sam Tannen, and AppStori co-founder Michael 
Semegran.)

One of the first steps is to build lists of relevant app-review sites and niche blogs for outreach purpos-
es. Every developer dreams of a national news hit or coverage in technology industry publications like 
Mashable or TechCrunch. But those stories are hard to score and sometimes the best way to earn them 
is to generate buzz lower on the media ladder and climb upward.
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“We actually have gotten more value out of hitting up more niche communities, people who actually can 
give us feedback on things and more target users,” Cleckner said.

Developers should create the lists and study the content of the sites in the run-up to launch so they 
will be ready to fire off tailored story pitches. For instance, an app targeted toward children should be 
pitched to mommy and daddy bloggers.

A press kit is another key aspect of pre-launch marketing. The kit, which can live on a website as a 
downloadable .zip file, should include: a concise description of the app and its uniqueness; high-qual-
ity screenshots, logos and any other graphics; relevant links, such as to a website landing page; and 
contact information.

Developers can increase their chances of coverage later in the outreach process by diligently working 
to establish relationships with app reviewers, bloggers and journalists well before launch. That includes 
following them on Twitter, posting comments on their stories and interacting with them on subjects com-
pletely unrelated to the forthcoming app.

But again, thinking small can be an effective strategy. Tannen said Corky Portwine successfully pitched 
a Hanukkah app to Jewish publications and a year later is still getting queries as a result of that cov-
erage. School alumni publications are another ripe market. “They’re often interested in writing articles 
about what their graduates are doing,” he said.

Early collaboration
To get people talking about a new app, developers should let consumer VIPs backstage before the big 
reveal. This approach helps developers fine-tune both their target audiences and their products. Early 
engagement also may fuel earlier use and adoption of an app.

“You need to get your application out to people because the feedback you’re going to get internally is 
just not reliable,” Lee said. Developers can learn from people who stop using their apps, but more im-
portantly, “you get people who get what you’re building and will then evangelize that application better 
than you ever could.”

One cost-effective technique that has worked: giving $20 Amazon.com gift cards to testers to find 
known bugs in an app. “It’s really funny how a measly $20 can really, really drive activity,” Lee said. 
“It’s just those little things that help increase your forum activity in terms of people reporting bugs” and 
providing other feedback.

MindSmack’s Feurer recounted a wildly successful round of beta testing that involved more than 200 
college students and people who are looking for cool projects to earn some money on the side. They 
give “unbelievable amounts of feedback” at little to no cost, he said. “They’re beyond excited about 
the launch. They’re beyond excited to see their feedback be a part of the public release, and I believe 
they’ll be advocates moving forward.”

Tannen said another way to engage potential users early is to upload sketches of the app and com-
pleted art as it is finished “to give the audience a taste of what’s coming soon.” Cleckner added that 
Grafighters shared design work, concept art and a trailer of its drawing app on different design forums 
before the app was available. Getting people involved early “really helped build a community around 
the app,” he said.

Cleckner is a fan of in-person testing at demonstration days, conferences and other events. “When you 
can actually see a person using your product, you get a lot of value.” he said.



Initial promotion
After the marketing prep work and beta testing are finished, it is time 
to begin promotion. This phase is where developers activate their 
lists of review sites and journalists.

“We usually start with about a hundred [publications], and then we 
start [pitching] at the top 10,” Feuer said. He advised developers 
to keep correspondence concise and direct, perhaps including a 
video, because app reviewers are bombarded with emails. “If there’s 
something really special there, they’ll pick up on it, and if they don’t, 
the next one will.”

Other aspects of a good pitch include: a subject line that both grabs 
attention and informs; an email that includes the name of the app, 
the price and a compelling description; relevant links; and one or 
two screenshots of the app.

Developers should be careful about which app-review sites they 
pitch, though. The landscape is littered with sites that are happy to 
take money for favorable reviews, a controversial practice that may earn an app a bad dose of public rela-
tions.

Mauldin of Papaya Mobile cautioned against using smaller game-review sites. “Most charge about $500 
for a review, and it doesn’t drive a statistically relevant number of downloads,” he said. “However, when we 
do have a great app and it does get on a big site, the number of downloads and buzz from word of mouth 
increases the likelihood it goes viral.”

Other promotional techniques include: 1) offering discounts or prize giveaways (though contests run the 
risk of violating platform rules); 2) adding popular generic functionality to an app; 3) and building features 
around a hot topic, such as a public transport app adding a guide to navigate a city during the Olympics.

Paid mobile advertising
“Appvertising” is important, too. To the extent that marketing budgets allow, developers should buy attention 
either inside other popular apps or through companies that work outside that space. Pay-per-click mobile 
advertising can increase an app’s visibility and rate of conversion.

AppStori co-founder Arie Abecassis said paid media is effective for customer acquisition. “If the app is 
sticky and has viral components built in, [the ads] could have strong ROI.”

Jarah Euston of Flurry sees paid media as essential. “Not promoting the app or relying on organic installs is 
not likely to drive the volume you want to see.” But she added that developers should try multiple networks 
and diligently track the return on their investments to determine which campaigns and channels add the 
most value.

“They all have different inventory and different targeting abilities,” she said. “Knowing who your most 
valuable users are and then targeting users who look like them is the most effective method I’ve seen for 
getting discovered by users who will also be retained.”

That does not mean developers should “spray and pray,” an ad strategy that Euston said will not yield qual-
ity users. She said the key is to hit multiple yet targeted networks. Sound logic must underlie each network 
investment.

For developers without a marketing budget, cross-promotion networks such as AppFlood can be an effec-

Today’s popular app-review 
websites include: 

● AppAdvice
● AppScout
● AppShopper
● AppStorm (iPhone apps)
● Crazy Mike’s Apps
● Daily App Show
● Euro Games
● iMore
● Macworld
● T3
● TechRadar
● Top Ten Reviews
● ZDNet



tive strategy in the beginning. The concept is straightforward – you 
show partner ads in your app and vice versa. Most networks will 
guarantee a 1-for-1 exchange with other partner apps.

App discovery tools
The mobile world is flush with app discovery tools, and as with ad 
networks, developers should test as many of them as possible to 
see which ones yield the most downloads and usage for their apps.

Developers also might want to experiment with keyword tools of-
fered by AppCodes and MobileDevHQ. The concept behind them is 
to search the keywords that other developers use in their titles and 
descriptions to find keyword ideas that work.

Tracking and analysis tools are equally important, as developers 
constantly need to gauge the success of their discoverability tactics. 
App Annie, Apptrace, Countly, Distimo, Flurry, Keen IO and Mopapp 
are among the available tools.

Software updates 
App-Promo also recommends using software updates to get discov-
ered. The company tackled that subject last December in a “Tues-
day Tip” on its blog:

The app discovery tools on the 
market today include:

● Appsfire
● AppFlood
● Appflow
● AppGrooves
● Chartboost
● Crosswalk
● Discovr Apps
● Facebook Connect
● Fiksu
● GetJar
● Hooked (gaming apps)
● Hubbl
● Kinetik
● Mapsaurus
● Ooomf
● Quixey
● Tapjoy
● Tapstream
● Xylogic
● Yahoo App Search

Be on top of upcoming [software development kit] updates and plan to use new functionality as 
soon as it is released. This will not only allow you to stand out from the crowd but it will increase 
the chance of being highlighted in the app stores as many [original equipment manufacturers] are 
looking to showcase the new features of included in software updates. Using new technology will 
also provide an additional hook for bloggers and other media to run your story making it easier to be 
picked up by the press.

Grassroots activity
Word-of-mouth advertising ranks No. 2 in lead generation for apps, so developers would be wise to plot a 
formal strategy for introducing their apps to the grassroots. That means mapping a plan to reach relevant 
bloggers, building social media channels and running social campaigns, paying to promote new apps on 
social networks, and possibly taking the app to the Web before going mobile.

Earning a favorable review on a popular blog, either in the app sector or in a niche market, has multiple 
benefits. It introduces the app to an audience primed to try it. If the reader-consumers like what they see, 
they may spread the word as unpaid “appvocates.” And developers can use links to the reviews to promote 
the app to journalists.

Social media is valuable for the same reasons, and the networks give developers more direct access to 
potential app users than blogs. One approach is to integrate Facebook Connect into apps, which pushes 
free ads into the news feeds of people talking about an app. Every “like,” share or comment could generate 
hundreds of leads.

But as Scott Lee of Smilu noted in The Alliance’s webinar, content quality matters in social media. “You’re 
on Tumblr and you’re on Facebook and you’re on Twitter because you want to engage your audience,” he 
said. “So just make sure what you have is really engaging.”

Developers may want to buy social advertising, too. It is relatively inexpensive and, for the viral potential 
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noted above, can spread to broad audiences very quickly. Facebook advertising is good for testing markets 
and narrowing the audience for an app. And “promoted tweets” for mobile devices, a recent ad service offered 
by Twitter, puts apps before readers based on which people and brands they follow on the network, how they 
interact with tweets and which tweets they share with their followers.

Taking an app online first is another option. While this approach may not be right for many apps, Semil Shah 
noted the benefits in TechCrunch: “App makers can experiment in finding where an initial audience may come 
from, they can build awareness for their brand, and they can drive sign-ups and measure retention, engage-
ment and other key metrics.”

App search optimization
Discoverability is a serious concern for developers because of the inherent weaknesses of today’s app stores, 
but the stores are still the best place to be discovered. Developers should make the most of the venues by 
optimizing the products they get into the stores.

Here is an ASO checklist to help developers:
● Search app stores to identify marketable keywords, and then incorporate those words into app titles 

and descriptions.
● Draft titles and descriptions that sound natural and differentiate the app from others. Avoid highly com-

petitive and generic keywords.
● Keywords are like hashtags on Twitter. Do not use any more than necessary, and do not force them.
● If a new app works in conjunction with another, consider including the name of the second app in the 

title field of the other one.
● Create compelling visuals, including the logo.

Maintaining rank
Once developers fit together all of the pieces in their discoverability puzzles, they will face a fresh, albeit envi-
able, challenge -- staying at the top market.

There are several tactics designed to make that happen, not the least of them being word of mouth. App mak-
ers should talk up their creations as a way of encouraging their fans to do the same. They also can use opt-in 
email alerts to keep their brands in the minds of users.

Sam Tannen of Corky Portwine, which creates children’s ebook apps, carries postcards with art everywhere he 
goes to showcase current projects. He once ran a poll on Facebook to pick the lead character for his Christ-
mas book. “Overwhelmingly people voted for dinosaurs ... and so far that’s been the most popular thing I’ve 
made,” he said.

Within app stores, developers can track where they rank for certain keywords and optimize their app titles, de-
scriptions and even their functionality to reflect how users search the store. Some companies run notifications 
in the background of their apps and send alerts.

A StartApp infographic outlined three other ways to maintain an app’s ranking: 1) Update it every four to six 
weeks to improving the experience for customers; 2) make apps in multiple categories; and 3) release new 
versions to add value for consumers.

Developers also need to make sure their apps do not crash. In a marketplace rife with apps for almost any 
topic, nothing will drive users away quicker than unreliable service. They have no reason to endure the aggra-
vation when it is easy to delete one app and try another.

During quality assurance, developers should be alert to the difference between crashes within their app, which 
get reported, and crashes that keep the apps from launching. The latter issue often goes unreported and can 
affect app rankings because the crashes may count as uninstalled apps, as they do on Google Play.
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